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opinions must never affect their official action* In every
branch of the public service a summary clearing-out of
any who could not be trusted would have to be under-
taken immediately by a Socialist Government in power.
And how will journalists and newspapers be affected
by the change which will make wireless the main source of
news for the mass of people ? Advantageously; that I
consider certain*
There will still be a large public for newspapers though
not for newspaper advertisements* No doubt adver-
tising will continue on a small scale, but it will not be the
staple of the newspaper business* Inflated circulations
wiU be punctured, not only by the dropping-off of un-
insured readers, but by the refusal of the community
to allow insurance to be given away as an inducement to
people to buy advertisement sheets*
When the State takes over the responsibility for every
citizen's ill-health or injury by accident, it will not be
necessary to buy insurance* Nor would anybody be per-
mitted to sell it* This would bring newspapers back to
winning readers by the value and interest of their contents*
The number of them will increase as soon as new ones
can be started without half-a-million sterling capital*
All sorts of publics will be appealed to* Everyone who
wants more of any subject than is given by Radio will
find it in his own particular journal* There will be
general newspapers for those who seek full and detailed
intelligence about world events, local newspapers to give
neighbourhood news, sports papers, industrial papers,
papers largely devoted to films, theatres, music*
None of them will make much money* Nothing that
sells purely on its merits can make much* Huge sales
mean that huge numbers are cajoled or badgered into
buying. Any article that relies on its intrinsic value
must be content to supply a moderate demand* But this

